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Abstract
A search for the lightest neutral CP-even and neutral CP-odd Higgs bosons
of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model is performed using 216.6 pb−1 of
data collected with the L3 detector at LEP at centre-of-mass energies between 203
and 209 GeV. No indication of a signal is found. Including our results from lower
centre-of-mass energies, lower limits on the Higgs boson masses are set as a function
of tan for several scenarios. For tan greater than 0.7 they are mh > 84.5 GeV
and mA > 86.3 GeV at 95% condence level.
Submitted to Phys. Lett. B
1 Introduction
In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [1] two doublets of complex scalar
elds are required to generate the masses of gauge bosons and fermions. The neutral Higgs
sector of the MSSM comprises three physical states: two CP-even Higgs bosons, the lighter of
which is denoted as h and the heavier as H, and a neutral CP-odd boson, A.
The two most important production mechanisms of the light neutral Higgs boson in e+e−
collisions are:
e+e− ! hZ; (1)
e+e− ! hA; (2)
with tree level cross sections that are related to the Standard Model Higgs-strahlung cross
section, SMHZ , as [2]:
hZ = sin
2( − )SMHZ ; (3)
hA = cos
2( − )~SMHZ ; (4)
where tan is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets,  is
the mixing angle in the CP-even Higgs boson sector and ~ is the p-wave suppression factor
depending on the Higgs boson masses, mh and mA, and the centre-of-mass energy
p
s. For some
choices of the MSSM parameters, the H boson can also be produced via the Higgs-strahlung
process
e+e− ! HZ; (5)
with a cross section suppressed by the factor cos2( − ) relative to SMHZ .
For most of the MSSM parameter space considered, the neutral Higgs bosons are predicted
to decay dominantly into bb and +−. However, in certain parameter regions, other decays
like h ! AA and A ! cc become important.
The search for the neutral Higgs bosons is performed in the framework of the constrained
MSSM with seven free parameters. These are the universal sfermion mass parameter, MSUSY,
the common Higgs-squark trilinear coupling, A, the supersymmetric Higgs mass parameter, ,
the SU(2) gaugino mass parameter, M2, the gluino mass parameter, M3, mA and tan. The
mass of the top quark is taken to be 174.3 GeV [3].
Previous searches for the neutral Higgs bosons were reported by L3 [4,5] and other experi-
ments [6]. In this Letter, we present the results of the search for the h and A bosons using data
collected with the L3 detector [7] in the year 2000. In comparison to previous analyses [4] the
performance in the four-jet channel is improved by using a new likelihood based analysis. In
addition, the six-jet nal state resulting from the hZ ! AAqq topology is investigated.
2 Benchmark Scenarios
Due to the large number of parameters remaining in the constrained MSSM, we focus on
three specic parameter settings as suggested in Reference 8. These benchmark settings are
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denoted as the \mh−max", \no mixing" and \large−" scenarios, with the corresponding
MSSM parameter values detailed in Table 1. The rst two scenarios take into account radiative
corrections to mh computed within a two-loop diagrammatic approach [9] and dier only by the
value of Xt  A−  cot, which governs the mixing in the scalar top sector. The \mh−max"
scenario is designed to extend the search to the maximal theoretical bound on mh for any
value of tan and leads to rather conservative constraints on tan. The \no mixing" scenario
corresponds to vanishing mixing in the scalar top sector and is more favorable to LEP searches.
After xing the parameters MSUSY, M2, , Xt and M3, a scan over the remaining parameters
tan and mA is performed in the range 0.4  tan  30 and 10 GeV  mA  1 TeV. The
widths of the h and A bosons are assumed to be smaller than the experimental mass resolutions.
As this holds in these two scenarios only for tan  30, higher values of tan are not considered.
In the \large−" scenario the upper theoretical bound on mh is slightly less than 108 GeV,
thus in the LEP reach. However, for some choices of tan and mA, the Higgs boson pair
production (2) is kinematically inaccessible and the Higgs-strahlung process (1) is strongly
suppressed due to small values of sin2( − ). Sensitivity in these regions can be recovered
by exploiting the H boson production via the high cross section Higgs-strahlung process (5).
The scan is performed over mA from 10 GeV to 400 GeV and over tan between 0.7 and 50.
Within this scenario, the assumption that the widths of the Higgs bosons are small compared
to experimental mass resolutions is valid for tan up to 50. For the interpretation of the data
within this \large−" scenario, the improved one-loop renormalisation group calculations [10]
are used.
3 Data and Monte Carlo Samples
The data recorded at centre-of-mass energies between 203 and 209 GeV are grouped into three
data sets with eective centre-of-mass energies of 204.3, 206.1 and 208.0 GeV, corresponding
to integrated luminosities of 26.0, 181.9 and 8.7 pb−1. The results obtained from this data
are combined with the results from integrated luminosities of 233.2 pb−1 at 192 GeV <
p
s <
202 GeV [4] and 176.4 pb−1 at
p
s = 189 GeV [5].
The cross sections of processes (1), (2) and (5) and the decay branching fractions of h,
H and A are calculated using the HZHA generator [11]. For eciency studies, Monte Carlo
samples of 2000 Higgs events are generated for each mass hypothesis in each search channel
using PYTHIA [12] and HZHA. For the hA samples, mh and mA range from 50 to 105 GeV in
steps of 5 GeV. For the hZ samples, mh is chosen in steps of 5 GeV from 60 to 100 GeV and
in steps of 1 GeV from 100 to 120 GeV. For background studies, the following Monte Carlo
programs are used: KK2f [13] (e+e− ! qq(γ)), PYTHIA (e+e− ! ZZ and e+e− ! Ze+e−),
KORALW [14] (e+e− !W+W−) and KORALZ [15] (e+e− ! +−). Hadron production in
two-photon interactions is simulated with PYTHIA and PHOJET [16]. EXCALIBUR [17] is
used for other four fermion nal states. The number of simulated events for the most important
background channels is more than 100 times the number of expected events.
The L3 detector response is simulated using the GEANT program [18], which models the
eects of energy loss, multiple scattering and showering in the detector. The GHEISHA pro-
gram [19] is used to simulate hadronic interactions in the detector. Time dependent detector
ineciencies, monitored during data taking, are also taken into account.
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4 Analysis Procedures
For the hA production, the decay modes considered are: hA ! bbbb, hA ! bb+− and
hA ! +−bb. For the hZ or HZ production, the event topologies considered are: qqq0q0,
qq, qq‘+‘−(‘ = e; ; ) and +−qq. To cover the MSSM parameter regions where the decay
h ! AA becomes important, the hZ ! AAqq ! qqq0q0q00q00 channel is studied as well. Searches
in channels with decays of the h boson into quarks are optimised for the dominant h! bb de-
cay channel. The analyses of the qq and qq‘+‘−(‘ = e; ) nal states are the same as those
used in the Standard Model Higgs search [20].
4.1 The hZ ! bbqq and hA ! bbbb Analyses
The signature of the hZ ! bbqq nal state is four high-multiplicity hadronic jets and the
presence of b hadrons, in particular in the jets expected to stem from the Higgs boson. The
invariant mass of the jets supposed to originate from the Z boson must be compatible, within
mass resolution, with its mass, mZ. The hA ! bbbb search topology is characterised by four
high multiplicity hadronic jets originating from b-quarks. The main backgrounds arise from
qq(γ) nal states and hadronic decays of W-pairs and Z-pairs.
Initially, a common preselection for both the hZ ! bbqq and hA ! bbbb channels is ap-
plied, followed by a kinematic classication of events into hZ or hA analysis branches. Selection
criteria optimised for each branch are used and a nal discriminant specic to each branch is
constructed.
The preselection criteria used are described in Reference 20. Events passing the preselec-
tion are forced into a four-jet topology using the Durham algorithm [21] and a kinematic t
imposing energy and momentum conservation (4C t) is performed. Each event is tested for
its compatibility with the hZ and hA production hypotheses, exploiting dijet invariant masses.
There are three possibilities for pairing jets in a four-jet event. For each pairing, 2 values are
calculated for the hypotheses of hZ and hA production:
2hZ =
(i −mh −mZ)2
2
+
(i − jmh −mZj)2
2
; (6)
2hA =
(i −mh −mA)2
2
+
(i − jmh −mAj)2
2
: (7)
In these expressions i and i are the dijet mass sum and dijet mass dierence of the i-th pair-
ing, and  and  are the dijet mass sum and dijet mass dierence resolution functions. They
are found to be almost independent of the dijet masses for production well above threshold and
are estimated from Monte Carlo to be  = 4 GeV and  = 18 GeV. Close to the kinematic
threshold they strongly depend on the dijet mass sum. For each hypothesis, the jet pairing
with the smallest 2 is chosen and the probability P(2) is calculated.
Events are assigned either to the hZ or hA analysis branch by means of a binned likeli-
hood [20], LchZ  1− LchA, constructed from the following variables: the 2 probabilities, P(2hZ)
and P(2hA), the Higgs boson production angle, j cos j, the number of charged tracks, Ntrk, the
global event b-tag, Btag, and the maximum triple jet boost, γtriple [20]. Events are assigned to
the hZ branch if LchZ > 0:5, or to the hA branch otherwise.
The selection in both branches proceeds in the same way. Events are rejected if P(2) < 1%.
High b-tag events are accepted and a selection likelihood is then constructed to separate the
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signal from the qq(γ) nal states and hadronic decays of W-pairs and Z-pairs, using Ntrk,
Btag, γtriple, j cosj and logY34, where Y34 is the jet resolution parameter for which the event
topology changes from three to four jets. A nal discriminant is constructed for events passing
an optimised selection likelihood cut. The optimisation is based on the analysis performance
at (mA,mh) values close to the expected sensitivity of the L3 combined search. The nal
discriminants are built from individual b-tag variables of the four jets and P(2). In the hZ
branch, an event category variable is also used. This variable is constructed from rankings of
b-tag variables of the two jets assigned to the Higgs boson, as described in Reference 20. The
nal discriminant in the hA branch also includes the corresponding selection likelihood.
Table 2 reports the number of data, expected background and expected signal events selected
at dierent stages of the analysis for two representative Higgs boson mass hypotheses in the
\mh−max" scenario, (mA,mh) = (90,90) GeV at tan = 25 and (mA,mh) = (165,110) GeV at
tan = 3. For these hypotheses the distribution of the nal discriminant in terms of a signal-
to-background ratio is presented in Figure 1. The data are compatible with the background
expectation.
4.2 The hZ ! bb+−; +−qq and hA ! bb+− Analyses
The signatures of hZ ! bb+−; +−qq and hA ! bb+− 1) nal states are a pair of taus
accompanied by two hadronic jets. For each of the channels hA and hZ an analysis is optimised
based either on the tau identication or on the event topology by requiring four jets with two
of them being narrow and of low multiplicity. The main background comes from W-pair decays
containing taus. The analysis is similar to the one used in previous searches [4]. The selection
is optimised for lower Higgs boson masses by applying looser cuts on the opening angles of the
jets and tau pairs compared to the Standard Model Higgs search [20]. The invariant mass of
the tau pair, mτ+τ−, and of the hadronic jets, mqq, must be between 25 GeV and 125 GeV. The
ratio between the total energy deposited in the detector, Evis, and
p
s must be less than 0.9
and the polar angle of the missing momentum, miss, must satisfy j cos missj < 0.9.
Four possible nal states are considered: hZ ! bb+−, hZ ! +−qq, hA ! bb+− and
hA ! +−bb. Each event is uniquely assigned to one channel using mass and b-tag informa-
tion, and nal discriminants specic to each channel are constructed. For the hZ ! bb+−,
hA ! bb+− and hA ! +−bb nal states, the nal discriminant is constructed from mqq,
mτ+τ− and the b-tag variables of the two hadronic jets. For the hZ ! +−qq nal state,
mτ+τ− is used as the nal discriminant.
Table 3 reports the number of data, expected background and expected signal events for the
same Higgs boson masses chosen in the previous section. For these hypotheses the distribution
of the nal discriminant in terms of the signal-to-background ratio is shown in Figure 2. Good
agreement between the data and the expected background is found.
4.3 The hZ ! AAqq Channel
To improve the search sensitivity in the region of low tan and low mA where the h ! AA decay
becomes dominant and the A ! cc decay replaces A ! bb, a dedicated analysis is devised
and performed on the data collected at
p
s = 189 − 209 GeV. This analysis aims to select
hZ ! AAqq ! qqq0q0q00q00 nal states and is derived from the analysis used in the four-jet
channel. At the rst stage, the same preselection as in the four-jet channel is applied with
1)Both of the decay modes (h! bb, A! τ+τ−) and (h! τ+τ−, A! bb) are considered.
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an additional cut on the event thrust, T < 0.9. In the next step, a signal likelihood LAAqq is
built to distinguish the hZ! AAqq signal from the qq(γ) nal states and hadronic decays of
W-pairs and Z-pairs. This likelihood is constructed from the variables: Ntrk, γtriple, logY34, the
event sphericity, the absolute value of the cosine of the polar production angle, assuming the
production of a pair of gauge bosons [20] and logY56, where Y56 is the jet resolution parameter
for which the event topology changes from ve to six jets. Among these variables Ntrk and logY56
have the most discriminating power between the hZ ! AAqq signal and four-fermion and two-
fermion backgrounds. The likelihood LAAqq is used as the nal discriminant. No evidence for
the hZ ! AAqq signal is found in data. As an example, Figure 3 shows the distributions of
logY56 and LAAqq for data, the expected background and the signal corresponding to the Higgs
boson mass hypothesis (mA,mh) = (30,70) GeV.
5 Results
The analyses presented in this Letter are combined with the hZ ! bb and hZ ! bb‘+‘−
(‘ = e; ) analyses used in the Standard Model Higgs searches [20]. The results of previous
searches [4, 5] at lower
p
s are also included. The nal discriminant distributions obtained in
each search channel at each centre-of-mass energy are used to evaluate the presence of a signal in
the data. No evidence for a signal is found and the search results are interpreted in terms of an
exclusion of MSSM parameter regions. The statistical procedure adopted for the interpretation
of the data and the denition of the condence level CLs are described in Reference 22. The
analysis performance is quantied with the expected median condence level, CLmed, which is
obtained from CLs by replacing the observed value of the test-statistic −2lnQ by its background
median value.
Systematic and statistical uncertainties on the signal and on the background are incorpo-
rated in the condence level calculations as described in Reference 23. The main sources of
systematic uncertainties are the detector resolution, the selection procedure, theoretical uncer-
tainties and Monte Carlo statistics. The overall systematic uncertainty is estimated to range
from 3% to 6% on the expected signal, and from 7% to 15% on the background, depending on
the search channel.
5.1 Limits in the \mh−max" and \No mixing" Scenarios
Figure 4 shows the area of the (tan,mh) and (tan,mA) planes excluded at 95% condence
level for the \mh−max" and \no mixing" scenarios. In the \mh−max" scenario, lower limits
on the masses of the h and A bosons are set at 95% condence level as:
mA > 86:5 GeV; mh > 86:0 GeV;
for every tan value considered. The expected values in the absence of a signal are mA >
88:6 GeV and mh > 88:4 GeV. For 0.55 < tan < 2.2 the A boson is excluded up to a mass of
1 TeV thus allowing to rule out this tan range.
In the \no mixing" scenario, the combined results establish lower mass bounds at 95%
condence level of:
mA > 86:3 GeV; mh > 85:5 GeV:
The expected limits are mA > 88:6 GeV and mh > 88:5 GeV: Here the tan range between 0.4
and 5.4 is excluded at 95% condence level, also for mA up to 1 TeV. A downward fluctuation
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of about 1 compared to the background expectation is observed in the data at (mA,mh) 
(90,90) GeV. There is a decit of candidates in the hA ! bbbb channel at ps = 203−209 GeV
resulting in an observation of a CLs value smaller than 5% although no exclusion of this region
at 95% condence level is expected. This eect explains the irregularity in the exclusion plots
at high tan and mh between 86 GeV and 91 GeV. An excess in the hZ ! bb‘+‘−(‘ = e; )
channel at mh  90 GeV and in the hZ ! bbqq channel in the mh range between 90 GeV and
95 GeV, from the
p
s = 192− 202 GeV data, result in a sizable reduction of the excluded range
of tan for the mass range 90 GeV . mh . 100 GeV in both scenarios. The area at tan < 0.8
and mA < 40 GeV which previously was not excluded in the \no mixing" scenario [4] is now
excluded using the results of the hZ ! AAqq analysis2).
5.2 Limits in the \Large−" Scenario
In the \large−" scenario there are regions of the (tan,mA) plane where the hA process is
inaccessible and the hZ process is suppressed by a small value of sin2( − ). However, the
heavy CP even Higgs boson H is expected to be produced there via the Higgs-strahlung process.
Hence, the loss of the sensitivity for the h boson can be compensated by reinterpreting the hZ
analyses in the context of the HZ search. This is illustrated in Figure 5a which presents the
(1 − CLmed) condence level calculated as a function of mA at tan = 15 in the context of
the searches for the h and H bosons. Searches for the h boson alone lack sensitivity in the mA
range 89 GeV . mA . 108 GeV. The inclusion of the HZ search results extends the region
of sensitivity leaving only the range 89 GeV . mA . 97 GeV unexcluded. However, since all
the analyses, except for the hZ ! +−qq channel, are optimised for the Higgs boson decays
into bb, they do not provide sucient sensitivity to the parameter regions where the eective
couplings Hbb and hbb are suppressed [24]. The observed exclusion is presented in Figure 5b.
Exclusion plots in the (tan,mh) and (tan,mA) planes for the \large−" scenario are
presented in Figures 5c and 5d, respectively. Limits on Higgs boson masses are derived as:
mh > 84:5 GeV; mA > 86:5 GeV:
The expected values are 87.2 GeV and 89.2 GeV, respectively. Furthermore, the range 0:7 <
tan < 6:7 is excluded, for values of mA up to 400 GeV. The allowed area between tan = 15
and tan = 50 corresponds to reduced Hbb or hbb couplings. The unexcluded region at mA
 88 GeV and tan  15 is caused by a slight upward fluctuation in the data, coming mainly
from hA ! bbbb candidates selected in the data at ps > 203 GeV. The allowed vertical narrow
band at mA = 107− 110 GeV and tan & 10 represents the region where the hA production
is kinematically inaccessible and cos2( − )  sin2( − )  0.5 so that both the hZ and
HZ production cross sections are reduced by a factor of 2 with respect to SMHZ . Although
the L3 combined search has a sensitivity for exclusion of this critical region, as can be seen
from Figure 5a, the expected median condence level is only slightly lower than 5% and an
insignicant upward fluctuation observed in the data pushes the observed condence level, CLs,
above 5%, thus not allowing to exclude this region at 95% condence level. Finally, the allowed
area at tan between 6.7 and 10 and mh between 90 and 100 GeV arises due to the excesses
already discussed.
In conclusion, no evidence for neutral Higgs bosons of the MSSM is found and large regions
of its parameter space are excluded.
2)The hZ ! AAqq analysis is used instead of the four-jet one whenever it provides better sensitivity, i.e.
gives smaller values of CLmed.
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Scenario MSUSY M2  Xt M3
[GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV]
\mh−max" 1000 200 −200 2MSUSY 800
\no mixing" 1000 200 −200 0 800
\large−" 400 400 1000 −300 200
Table 1: Values of the MSSM parameters for the three scenarios considered in this Letter.
\mh−max" scenario
(mA,mh) [GeV] (90,90) (165,110)
tan 25 3
Preselection
Data 2096
Background 2044
(hA ! bbbb) 94% −
(hZ ! bbqq) 89% 92%
hA signal 7.2 −
hZ signal 0.66 18.4
Selection
Analysis branch hA hZ hZ
Data 25 275 121
Background 28.9 259 120
(hA ! bbbb) 56% 19% −
(hZ ! bbqq) 25% 37% 63%
hA signal 4.3 1.5 −
hZ signal 0.18 0.28 12.6
s=b > 0.05
Data 18 42
Background 21.3 42.1
(hA ! bbbb) 56% −
(hZ ! bbqq) 28% 55%
hA signal 4.3 −
hZ signal 0.21 11.0
Table 2: The number of data, expected background, expected signal events and signal ecien-
cies in the four-jet channel after preselection, after nal selection and after applying a cut on
the nal discriminants corresponding to a signal-to-background ratio greater than 0.05. This
cut is used to calculate the condence levels. Numbers are given for two Higgs mass hypotheses
in the \mh−max" scenario.
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\mh−max" scenario
(mA,mh) [GeV] (90,90) (165,110)
tan 25 3
Selection
Data 28 8
Background 27.4 6.4
(hA ! bb+−) 41% −
(hA ! +−bb) 41% −
(hZ ! bb+−) 22% 33%
(hZ ! +−qq) 21% 32%
hA signal 0.50 −
hZ signal 0.03 0.78
s=b > 0.05
Data 2 3
Background 1.6 2.8
(hA ! bb+−) 34% −
(hA ! +−bb) 30% −
(hZ ! bb+−) 19% 30%
(hZ ! +−qq) 14% 29%
hA signal 0.39 −
hZ signal 0.02 0.70
Table 3: The number of data, expected background, expected signal events and signal ecien-
cies in the channels containing tau leptons after selection and after applying a cut on the nal
discriminants corresponding to a signal-to-background ratio greater than 0.05. This cut is used
to calculate the condence levels. Numbers are given for two Higgs mass hypotheses in the
\mh−max" scenario.
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Figure 1: The distribution of data, expected background and expected signal events as a
function of the logarithm of the signal-to-background ratio, log10(s=b), in the four-jet channel
for the Higgs boson mass hypotheses a) (mA,mh) = (90,90) GeV and b) (mA,mh) = (165,110)
GeV. Integrated distributions of data and expected background events as a function of the
expected signal are shown in c) and d).
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Figure 2: The distribution of data, expected background and expected signal events as a func-
tion of the logarithm of the signal-to-background ratio, log10(s=b), in the channels containing
tau leptons for the Higgs boson mass hypotheses a) (mA,mh) = (90,90) GeV and b) (mA,mh) =
(165,110) GeV. Integrated distributions of data and expected background events as a function
of the expected signal are shown in c) and d).
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Figure 3: Distributions of a) logY56 and b) LAAqq in the hZ ! AAqq ! qqq0q0q00q00 channel. The
points are data collected at
p
s = 203−209 GeV, the dashed lines are the expected background
and the hatched histograms are the signal corresponding to the Higgs boson mass hypothesis
(mA,mh) = (30,70) GeV. The signal expectation is calculated within the \no mixing" scenario
at tan = 0.75 and is multiplied by a factor of 5.
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Figure 4: Exclusion contours in the (tan,mh) and (tan,mA) planes at 95% condence level for
the \mh−max" and \no mixing" scenarios. The hatched area represents the exclusion and the
crossed area is not allowed by theory. The horizontally hatched area corresponds to mA < 10
GeV and was previously excluded by LEP [25]. The dashed line indicates the expected exclusion
in the absence of a signal.
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Figure 5: Condence levels a) (1− CLmed) and b) (1−CLs) as a function of mA at tan = 15
obtained for the h boson (solid line), and the H boson (dashed line) searches in the \large−"
scenario. Exclusion contours in the c) (tan,mh) and d) (tan,mA) planes for the \large−"
scenario. The crossed area is theoretically inaccessible, the open area is excluded at 95%
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dence level and the shaded area is experimentally allowed. The dashed line represents the
expected boundary of the allowed region in the absence of a signal.
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